DON’T JUST SAY YOUR HOMES ARE ENERGY EFFICIENT, GUARANTEE IT.

Our Residential Energy Guarantee® reimburses the homeowner for cost of gas and electricity usage exceeding the home’s predicted energy usage by more than 15%.

It’s more than a promise, it’s a guarantee.
Empowered Homeowners

Home buyers save money on utility bills with an energy efficient home. Guaranteed. The BBWG Residential Energy Guarantee covers the additional cost of natural gas and electric utilities that exceed the guaranteed energy usage of enrolled homes.*
Plugged into the Realities

Of homeowners who purchased new homes between 2008 and 2012...

- Over 90% were interested in the idea of an energy guarantee.

- Over 90% would recommend a builder who provided an energy guarantee.

- 75% believed an energy guarantee would increase confidence in energy savings promoted by the builder.

- Over 70% said an energy guarantee would increase their interest in purchasing a home.

- 90% indicated an energy guarantee would motivate them to seek more information from the builder by calling or going online.

- Over 70% of purchasers wished they had an energy guarantee.

- 85% were concerned about energy costs and their expected monthly energy bill.
Energized Builders

BBWG stands behind builders who stand up for energy efficiency.

A builder with an energy guarantee is committed to high-efficiency homes that are as good for the planet as they are for homeowners.
Electrified Efficiency

We gas up the process by managing the program.

- **We** handle the paperwork.
- **We make notification** when enrollment is complete.
- **We** spell-out terms and conditions of the guarantee.
- **We** collect the utility company information and request authorization.
- **We pay homeowners** for energy usage exceeding the amount of annual estimated usage determined at enrollment.

Simplified Setup

Builders provide BBWG a home’s HERS* certificate and information about the home. We set the Annual Energy Guarantee Level for natural gas and electric usage.

* Home Energy Rating System is a trademark of the Residential Energy Service Network.
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